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Hi Everyone.. 
 

                 We had a very good attendance at the October  
meeting, there were so many members we had to get lots of 
extra chairs to seat everyone, it was lovely to see you all.   

 

The nights are definitely drawing in now, and it is starting to 
feel very autumnal, the good news is we have booked the  
Christmas Dinner Dance (hurray) please let us know if you 
would  like to come, and you are welcome to bring guests. 

 

We had a great time at the Dingles Heritage Fairground, (very 
well organised by Janis with assistance from Chas) we had 
lots of fun on the Dodgems, Neil enjoyed the Waltzers and the 
Carousel and we both had a good laugh on the Ghost Train. 
Neil also won a coconut on the Rifle Range & the hall of  
Mirrors really enhanced my figure.  

The cream tea afterwards was also very enjoyable, thank you 
Janis and Chas. 

Hope to see you all at the next meeting,  
Happy Driving.                                                

Pam 
                                                                                                    

 



In terms of organisation, locations visited and great company, our 2016 People & Places 
run can only be described as triumph. Congratulations and thanks must go to Ade and Val 
for the incredible amount of detailed work they put into it and their efforts paid off big 
time. Even the weather stayed fine for us. 
Organising a run needs the same elements as a good book – an enticing introduction, a 
great plot and an engaging and varied list of characters. The run’s introduction was on 
Saturday night to meet and greet entrants from other clubs and areas.  
It was great to see so many TVMGOC members turning up and I think we really did give 
our guests a warm and enthusiastic greeting. For me the packed room exemplified what 
being a member of a car club means. Yes it’s about MGs, but more than that it’s about 
renewing old friendships and forging new ones with people who have common interests. I 
think it’s safe to say everyone had a great time and the evening really set the scene for the 
following day. So there we had our list of characters. 
Now for the plot, and just as an MG shouldn’t be purple neither will be my prose.  It was a 
fine morning as we all arrived in Plympton to collect our awesome collection of  
registration items. Finla coffee provided bacon butties and with six serving staff in what is 
just a small cafe, their quick and pleasant service really showed they were well prepared 
for their customers. If only some other establishments would take note! I can imagine us 
starting more runs from here. 
The 50 cars looked magnificent and on the dot of 9am we started 
off. Almost immediately it looked like Ade and Val had designed a 
route to take us to an Oriental Rug Sale. Bright yellow signs to the 
sale coincided with our route plan as both directed us up onto the 
moor.  
At Cadover Bridge I had been detailed to take some photos. Jan held 
a sign saying ‘Slow down and smile’. Most did but some drivers’ 
idea of slow differs from mine! Following other MGs, at one point 
an unusual single-seat MGMF crossed the bridge. (it was a Massey Ferguson tractor you 
idiot! ed.).  
Eventually as the last car passed Jan and I leapt into our MGA and followed. On the  
descent into Meavy we were halted by a Belted Galloway calf  
standing in the middle of the road. A staring match ensued between me and the calf and 
neither was going to back down.  Eager to  
continue on our route I slowly eased past the stubborn animal who 
continued to stand her ground. Medium rare I thought, but this was 
no time for daydreaming about steak - the route and a sign to the 
Oriental Rug Sale beckoned us ever onwards. 
High moors and stunning views followed. The sun gave way to 
cloud as we climbed making Dartmoor Prison look typically 
gloomy. Time for a quick chat and a loo break at the Postbridge 
checkpoint before the next section took us towards Moretonhamp-
stead and past two of the region’s finest hotels, Bovey Castle and Gidleigh Park. Over-
nighting and dinners are very  
expensive here but afternoon teas are a terrific and relatively  
inexpensive treat.   



The sun came out again as we skirted round the northern edge of Dartmoor and a group of 
cyclists lunching outside a pub in Sticklepath gave us all a big thumbs up. All along the 
way we were met by the smiling faces of many onlookers.  
I was a bit confused in Okehampton when we turned away from the direction of the  
Oriental Rug Sale to pass the castle. I thought Ade knew our car needs some new  
carpeting. 
Roadford Lake was our very pleasant lunch destination. Some crews picnicked by the cars 
and some ate in the cafe overlooking the vast expanse of water. The views are lovely and 
many took a brief walk to see the amazing Diamond Jubilee sundial. Everyone  
commented on what a great time they were having and the atmosphere was  
decidedly jovial. Several people came to talk to us, having driven over after seeing the 
article in the Herald (it’s on our Facebook page). I gave them a club flyer and they are 
potential new members, along with another couple from earlier in the day. 
At 2 pm Chairman Alan was looking at his watch and began to wave us off with his union 
flag, all at one-minute intervals for the second part of the narrative. Before lunch it had 
mostly been a fastish B-road route but now we entered numerous narrow green lanes. 
With passing places well-spaced out we gradually caught up the cars in front. Convoys are 
best avoided of course, as they can block roads and annoy the locals. In Chillaton we got 
stuck behind a slow-moving haystack and at one point a Land Rover drove straight into a 
hedge just to let us all past!  
Soon we crossed the Tamar into Cornwall and as we climbed Kit Hill it was the first  
opportunity for me to shout “I see the sea!”  The distant panoramic views from here are 
spectacular. At Gunnislake we crossed back into Devon (our fourth crossing of the Tamar) 
drawing ever closer to the long-promised Oriental Rug Sale. This was now Francis Drake 
country and Ade and Val had provided some biographical notes in the route plan. 
Eventually we all arrived safely back at the Moorland Links Hotel for a welcome cream 
tea and more camaraderie on shared tables. Certificates were awarded to Robin  
Plumley for the largest group entry from Southampton & New Forest MGOC (11 cars). 
Penny & Antony Reading were awarded a certificate for the furthest travelled entrants 
(243 miles). Last, but not least, Ade and Val were well and truly thanked for a thoroughly 
enjoyable day out. The rapturous applause said it all and I truly believe everyone was sad 
it was all over. 
Afterwards I had a long chat with Penny about car clubs and social media. We agreed that 
although the words “social media”, “Facebook” strike fear in the hearts of many club 
members, being active on the internet in this way is vital to the future of the classic car 
movement. Consequently, I make no apology that a very large number of photos of the 
P&P run are now on our new Facebook page for anyone to download and print if they so 
wish. Search in Facebook for Tamar Valley MG Owners Club and there are instructions 
explaining what to do.  
Our day out raised over £1000 to be shared between the Devon Air Ambulance Trust and 
the Cornwall Air Ambulance. Well done all! 
Now, which way to the rug sale? The MGA would look nice with a bit of Persian carpet 
inside. 

Howard 



When the date of PP4 was announced 
we knew that it would be after our 
move from Devon to West Sussex, 
but we still put our names down 
straightaway. Not only would it be a 
good opportunity to return to see all 
our TVMGOC friends but also,  
having been involved with the  
organisation of the first three People 
& Places runs, we could actually take 
part for the first time! 

 

We are very pleased that we made 
that decision and to stay in Plymouth for a few days. The run itself was very enjoy-
able and very well organised. The new starting point was excellent and it was good 
that designated stops and lunch venue  
continued so that there were plenty of opportunities to meet up with other people 
taking part. As expected, the route instructions were up to Val & Ade’s usual high  
standard! Even though it’s only 2 months since we moved from the area it was 
lovely to drive across Dartmoor again and we’re sure the other non-locals would 
have been impressed. The idea of having a meet and greet the previous evening 
was also great, particularly to get to know some of the entrants from other clubs 
and new members of TVMGOC. 

 

On the Saturday morning we met up with some of our old neighbours in Ivybridge 
and then had lunch in the sunshine on the waterside terrace of the tapas bar on the 
Hoe that we never managed to go to when we lived there! 

 

It was great to meet up with all of you who took part in PP4 and we’re sorry that 
we didn’t get to see those of you who couldn’t make it – hopefully we will get to 
meet up with you another time. For those of you we didn’t see, we are settling well 
in our new home, although the good weather and proximity of the beach have  
distracted us from finishing all the unpacking! We’ve already joined the local 
MGOC and been to one meeting (our ploy to replace the TVMGOC windscreen 
sticker with a Chichester MGOC one in order to win the prize for the further  
distance travelled failed, as Alan pointed out in his speech after the cream tea!) 

 

Many thanks to Val & Ade for all the time and effort they put in to organise the 
event. Look forward to meeting up with you all in the future. 
 

Clive & Wendy 



Basic car maintenance is fast becoming the preserve of the over 55’s according to new 
survey that leaves youngsters miles behind. Tyre changing, flat battery ‘jumping’ and 
bulb replacement topped the list of ten automotive ailments the older driver felt  
confident resolving when compared to motorists aged 18-24. 

Of the 45.5 million active motorists on the DVLA database, Go Compare claim a  
shocking seven per cent (3,185,000) were unable to complete any of the tasks listed its 
checklist. 
In a depressing sea change, Go Compare concluded that basic car maintenance skills 
wane, nearly half the motorists it surveyed (48 per cent) didn’t understand all the  
warning lights on their dashboard and almost a quarter (24 per cent) reckoned  
breakdown cover was a fair substitute for basic vehicle maintenance. 

Go Compare’s Matt Oliver said;” It seems that younger drivers have a lot to learn from 
older motorists when it comes to car maintenance with simple tasks like changing a 
windscreen wiper often leaving them scratching their head”. 

Ignorance of vehicle checks won’t do the 18 to 24 year olds any favours, confirmed  
Matt; 

“Drivers [regardless of age] have a legal obligation to ensure that their car is kept in a 
roadworthy condition, so knowing how to check the tread on your tyre or change a  
headlight bulb will help you avoid getting a fine or points on your licence. 

“In the event that poor car maintenance leads to an accident it could also invalidate your 
insurance.” 

He continued; “Performing regular checks can help keep down the cost of running a car, 
a well-maintained vehicle is less likely to break down and knowing how to perform 
some of these quick fixes means not paying a mechanic to do them for you.” 

“With young drivers generally paying more for their car insurance, taking some time to 
sit down with their car manual and learning how to perform a few basic maintenance 
jobs could help them to reduce their running costs.” 
Go Compare’s figures revealed that a quarter (25 per cent) of 18 to 24 year olds were 
familiar with their vehicle’s instruction manual - as opposed to over half (53 per cent) of 
over 55s. 

TASK Young Drivers 18-24 Older Drivers 55+ 

Change a flat tyre 22 per cent 61 per cent 

Jump start a battery 23 per cent 63 per cent 

Replace a headlight bulb 23 per cent 49 per cent 

Top up brake fluid 31 per cent 55 per cent 

Change windscreen wiper 31 per cent 64 per cent 

Top up engine coolant 32 per cent 63 per cent 

Check tyre tread 44 per cent 77 per cent 

Check tyre pressure 52 per cent 86 per cent 

Top up screen wash 74 per cent 90 per cent 

None of the above  8 per cent 6 per cent 

Check oil 77 per cent 87 per cent 



As we all know, most things change with the passage of time, often for 
the worse. Mercifully, this cannot be said of Dingles Fairground Heritage 
Centre nestling in the folds of East Devon. TVMGOC members last  
visited back in 2004 on a day trip, organised by Hilary who, as Club  
secretary, appeared to do everything in those days.  

 

This time it was Janis’s turn, mustering as usual on Roborough Down, a 
beautiful autumn day, set the scene for a magical outing  taking the ‘off 
piste’ route via Denham Bridge, Lamerton and Milton Abbey. The Hunt 
family exercised their usual maverick approach by using the Cornish 
way.  

 

Amazingly we arrived just two minutes ahead of the others, ready in  
excited anticipation of this outing into a purpose built ‘land of wonders’, 
the Dingles family hobby, a traditional fairground which used to travel 
throughout Westcountry villages over the summer before theme parks.  
 

Janis had wisely done some market research before-hand visiting with 
partner Chas, using their respective grandchildren, all gave Dingles the 
thumbs up even, the terrible teens, as ‘cool’ as Disneyland. 

 

We were firstly confronted by a wealth of old penny-in-the-slot machines 
that ‘eat’ 2ps. I have seldom seen Paddie and Vanessa so animated in 
their attempts to win 20p from a pocket full 
of five pounds. There were piles of tempting 
copper everywhere just begging to be won.  

 

Joe and I eventually managed to steer them 
away, towards the main area, which on first 
entering, was visual treat. A brilliantly lit, 
40,000 sq. ft. arena, full of Victorian, Ed-
wardian and 50’s fun-fair rides greeted us, 
from swing boats to a rocking horse carou-
sel, (remember them?), all under one roof. 

 

Understandably the MG ‘nerds’ amongst us made for the Dodgems. 60 
somethings became 6 year olds as soon as they got behind the wheel. It 
was as much fun to watch, as to actually take part.  



Neil gave into his Grand Prix passion and actually got his hair to fly, 
whilst Roger and Sylvia lurked on the margins waiting to annihilate 
unsuspecting victims (not bad for an ex traffic cop!) Janis was 
rammed so hard from the rear that she lost her glasses over the  
bonnet. Everyone had a pit stop whilst she retrieved them, then she 
slyly chose a more powerful car in order to keep out of harm’s way. 
She said afterwards that she was sure someone had pinned a target to 
her back.  

 

The experience even raised a smile from 
Alan, but passenger Alison, bravely 
nursed a bruised hand, whilst Pammie and 
Vanessa adopted demure, girly poses with 
lots of shrieking.  

 

However, amongst this riot and mayhem, 
we lost both Linda and John, and Sharon 
with her trusty co-pilot! 

 

Joe and I took advantage of other challenges, in particular where he 
won a sun flower toy for Vanessa as champ on the dart board.  
Noticing the envy on Paddie’s face, I immediately took steps to win 
my girl a cuddly kitten, an even bigger prize with a bullseye on the 
shooting gallery.  

 

Rather like the hall of mirrors, there were many opportunities to take 
paparazzi photos. The one of Janis and Chas indulging in  
synchronised bottom scratching was unique… their excuse?  They 
were only searching for money. Val gave a passable Harry Worth 
impression, whilst Ade squeezed into a Dodgem cockpit smaller 
than the rear seat of an Aston Martin (and he should know!) 

 

What Karen and Tim thought of 
it all, we’re not sure, as they both 
had Oscar Wilde expressions 
saying “There is nothing more 
disturbing for the ‘young’ than 
watching their elders at play” 
 



Janis had to round us up for the obligatory group photo, before taking us 
away to our MGs with the words ‘now behave’ ringing in the drivers’ 
ears.  

 

The route back took in the outskirts of Tavistock to arrive at the WWII 
mainly Polish fighter airfield, Yelverton. Our cream tea had been  
arranged at the Knightstone Tea Rooms, appropriately, a mini museum 
built on the remains of the control tower, serving RAF Harrowbarrow.  
 

Here we welcomed additional members, John Holt, Keat and Annie.  
Inside the café itself the walls, windows and floor were full of wartime 
Air Force memorabilia. I was particularly stuck by a rare photo showing 
the roofs and upper floors of the Grand Victorian houses, adjacent to the 
Yelverton Hotel being demolished so that tired pilots could get their flaps 
down early in order to get back safely along the short runway.  
 

Judging by the high volume of TVMGOC decibels, everyone had  
thoroughly enjoyed a dip into childhood nostalgia a very different  
experience from our usual Club runs.  

 

Many thanks, Janis, for producing a ‘wizard’ Sunday outing; your  
sleepless nights were worth it.  

John Hunt   





There are a lot more photos on the club’s face book  
www.facebook.com/Tamar-Valley-MG-Owners-Club-

1284450331567573/ 
Or  

On a Flickr Account,  
You can find it at the bottom of the home page. 

www.brmmbrmm.com/tvmgoc 
 



DVLA AND LEGISLATION NEWS 
 
 
 

A growing number of people are reporting issues with getting more 
modern classics accepted onto classic insurance policies. Our sources 
within the industry were quick to reassure FBHVC members that  
modern classics are welcomed.  

 

However, care is being taken to separate real devotees from those  
simply after an inexpensive insurance policy and to ensure that  
premiums for genuine enthusiasts can remain competitive. 
 
 
 
While black number plates have become tied to tax exemption and are 
now applicable to cars over 40 years-old on a rolling basis, the MoT 
Testers Manual still states that they should only apply pre-1973.  

 

A new version is being prepared but this may cause confusion for  
1973-1976 cars presented for test on black plates. 
 
 
 
The FBHVC has clarified that injunctions intended to prevent or  
restrict car cruises and other antisocial motoring will have no impact 
on classic car runs. 

 

While the wording of most injunctions states that convoys are  
Prohibited, the relevant councils have assured the FBHVC that people 
will only be prosecuted if their behaviour is deemed antisocial.  

TVMGOC 



Wednesday 7th December 2016 
Pre Meal Drinks at 7pm for 7:30pm Meal 

Moorland Garden Hotel. 
Special Price of £20 per person (including pre-drinks) (same price for any guests)  

Dress Code 
Gents - Jacket & Tie 

Ladies - As Appropriate 
Entertainment  

Mrs Jones. (returns by popular demand)  
Accommodation - B&B £75 per room. (based on a double room) 

Starter 
Butternut Squash Soup, Wild Mushrooms. 

Plymouth Gin cured Salmon, Lemon Curd, Gin & Tonic Sorbet. 
Chicken Liver Parfait, Port Jelly, Red Onion Marmalade,  

Toasted Brioche. 
Goats Cheese Terrain, Apple, Celery & Toasted Walnut Salad. 

 

Main Course 
Roast Breast of Turkey, Apricot & Chestnut Stuffing,  

Pigs in Blankets. 
Slowly Braised Feather of Beef, Horseradish Mash, Celeriac Puree. 
Poached Fillet of Cod, Samphire, Lemon Cous Cous, Chive Veloute. 

Mushroom, Spinach & Sweet Potato Wellington. 
Selection of Seasonal Vegetables. 

 

Desserts 
Christmas Pudding, Brandy Sauce. 

Warm Chocolate Brownie, Roast Banana Ice Cream. 
Expresso Pannacotta, Tonka Bean Ice Cream, Homemade Shortbread. 

West Country Cheese Plate, Quince Jelly, Crackers, Grapes. 
 

Tea, Coffee & Mini Mince Pies 



Strip Float Chamber 
Scribe alignment marks on the float chamber and its lid. Remove 
the lid. Tap out the float retaining pin. Use a socket to remove the 
needle valve. Valves can wear, causing hot-starting problems due 
to flooding. If in doubt, replace it. 

Remove Throttle Quadrant 
Bend back the tang washer and unscrew the nut retaining the  
quadrant assembly on the throttle spindle. If they’re stuck push the 
parts off using two screwdrivers placed opposite each other. 

 

3. Remove 
Mark which way  
round the butter 
fly fits. Remove it 
and then spindle. 

1. Grip Carb 
The screws are 

peined in position. 
Use a screwdriver 

in perfect  
condition and hold 

the carb firmly 
against a flat 

surface. 

2. Wiggle  
Press heavily and squarely 

on the screws. Move the 
screwdriver in alternate 

directions until the screws 
‘give’ and start to undo. 

Assess Wear 
Wear is usually restricted to the spindle itself. Try a new one in the 
carburettor and check for play over and above the clearance needed 
for free rotation. If you find that new bushes are also needed, get an 
engineering shop to fit them. 

Replace Butterfly 
Lightly oil and slide in the new spindle, then slot in the butterfly in 
the correct orientation. Loosely fit the two retaining screws. Hold it 
up to the light. Move the butterfly until there’s no light showing 
around it when you tap it shut. 

 



Lock Screws 
Tighten the screws, then gently spread the ends to prevent them  
falling out and into the engine. Take great care not to break the ends 
off. Replace the operating quadrant, tighten the nut and bend over the 
tag of the retaining washer. 

Assemble Float Chamber 
Clean any sediment from the float chamber. Replace the needle 
valve tightly using a socket. Refit the float and its retaining pin. 
Attach the float chamber lid assembly with a new gasket. 

Fit Jet Holder 
Put the brass jet holder in place and fully tighten the steel retaining 
nut. Place the spring on top, then fit the brass adjusting nut. Tighten 
this by hand until it’s three turns short of its top setting. 

Connect Fuel Pipe 
Slide the main jet assembly back into the adjusting nut (it will be 
held in place by the linkages). Replace the fuel pipe union at the 
base of the float chamber. Take care when inserting the rubber seal.   

Fit Quadrant and Spring 
Replace the choke quadrant and it’s spring. The return spring  
engages with a cast lug on the body and a notch in the quadrant (see 
photo). Lightly oil the choke mechanism and throttle spindle. 

Choke Link Rod 
Remove rust from the link rod and oil it lightly. Turn the choke 
quadrant 180°anticlockwise and fit the link rod. Fit the locking 
washer to attach the rod to the quadrant. There’s no retainer at the 
jet end. 



Locking Washer Tips 
Fitting the washer’s a fiddle. To avoid it flying off, wedge the link 
against the quadrant by forcing a tool behind it. Press the washer on 
by hand and, with care, push it home using a 7mm ring spanner.  

Fit Needle and Piston 
Assemble the metering needle, spring and bush. Fasten the bush in 
the piston. The grub screw engages with the groove in the bush. 
Align the groove and tag, then slide the piston into the body. 

Re-install Dashpot 
Lubricate the outside of the guide tube on top of the piston. Place 
the spring over the guide tube and slide in the dashpot. Turn it until 
the three screw holes align. Fit the screw and tighten firmly. 

Fill Damper with Oil 
Fill the guide tube with 3 in 1 oil. Refit the brass damper and rod. 
Fit the sealing washer or check the vent hole is clear. Screw the cap 
down. 
Some think you should put 20x50 oil , but I would not. 

You will need :- Screwdriver, Spanners, Cleaning equipment, Oil, Rebuild Kit 
 
Cost :- About £54 for a full kit 
 
Time  :- About 3 hrs 
 

This sort of job can be done indoors if you are  
allowed to use the kitchen table! 



CLUB FORTHCOMING  
EVENTS 2016 

 

November 

 

2nd Wednesday - Club Monthly Meeting. 8pm. Moorland Garden. 
20th - Club Sunday Lunch & Tulip Run. at Bovey Tracey Golf Club. 
 

December 

 

7th Wednesday - No Club Monthly Meeting this month 
 

January 2017 

 

4th Wednesday - Club Monthly Meeting. 8pm. Moorland Garden. 
22nd - Club Sunday Lunch. Venue tbc  

February 2017 

 

1st Wednesday - Club Monthly Meeting. 8pm. Moorland Garden. 
19th - Club Sunday Lunch. Venue tbc  
 

March 2017 

 

5th Wednesday - Club AGM & Monthly Meeting. 8pm. Moorland Garden. 
19th - Club Sunday Lunch. Venue tbc  

 
 
 

For more info about any events or Show and 
Sunday Lunches  

Please contact 
 Ade 07852223091 

Email:- eventsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com 



Restoration & Maintenance of M.G. and  
Classic Cars 

Is our Speciality 

Liskeard Road, Callington, 
Cornwall. PL17 7JE 

Contact  
 Colin Bird 

For HELP With your MG  
problems 

Well equipped workshop and bodyshop facilities 
With low-bake spray booth, for top quality painting  

Comprehensive parts department 
MoT Testing - Moss Spares Stockist 

Colin Bird 
Tel: 01579-383060 Fax: 01579-384944 

e-mail: info@tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk  
Or visit our web site 

www.tamarvalleymotoringcentre.co.uk 
 

Established 32 Years 

 



Monthly Meeting 
At 

The Moorland Garden Hotel 
 

1st Wednesday  
8pm 

           
               Club & Area Secretary,  PAM DUDLEY 

1 BUENA VISTA CLOSE, 
GLENHOLT, 
PLYMOUTH. 

PL16 7JH 
 
 
 

Tel:- 01752 651216 

email:- clubsecretarytvmgoc@gmail.com 


